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INTENSIVE AIR BATTLES IN NORTH AFRICA

During intensive air activity, over the El Alamein area yesterday, six

enemy aircraft were destroyed.

Heavy bombers carried out low-level bombing of enemy forces and were the

first to discover that Axis forces were on the move to resume their offensive.

Large formations of motor transport and tanks were seen moving towards

the minefield north and south of Gebel Kalakh (23 miles S.S.W. of. Alamein).
The bombers attacked in formation, scoring many hits and starting many fires.

Then returning to their base, they reloaded and returned to the attack.

Soon after daybreak Baltimore bombers carried out a heavy raid on these

forces in face of intense light and heavy ack-ack fire. This was followed by

a Boston raid on a concentration of 2,000 motor transport vehicles and tank

carriers. Subsequently one of the worst dust-storms of the year centred

round the bases of our desert squadrons, grounding many of our aircraft, A

number of interceptor fighter-sweeps were, however, carried out over the battle

area and over our bases by our fighters.

During these sweeps a Macchi 202 was destroyed, A formation of some

forty Stukas, escorted by more than fifty Mel09s, was intercepted but immed-

iately turned back in spit© of great superiority in numbers. Our fighters,

however, attacked the Stukas, which jettisoned their bombs, dived to ground

level, and made for home.

Three of the Stukas, were destroyed by our fighters, and the main object
of diverting then from our own troops was accomplished.

As dust cleared in the evening our desert air force went into action

strongly, and another Stuka formation was caught in the El Alamein area in the

act of bombing. Those which had not already dropped their bombs were forced

to jettison hastily and flee for safely.

Meanwhile other fighters engaged the enemy top-cover of Messerschmitts and Macchis,

shooting down one German in flames, and destroying a Macchi 202 without loss to

ourselves.

During the evening a strong force of light bombers, heavily escorted by fighters,
also successfully resumed the bombing of enemy motor transport vehicles, although the

dust-haze still obscured observation.

Pilots and crews of the United States Army Air Force were flying in this raid

in both bomber and fighter formations.


